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Abstract 

 

 

This dissertation asks if the American Revolution should be considered an important event in 

modern Scottish history by exploring three main areas of research. Firstly, it makes a 

historiographical argument, that the lack of attention to this question is a demonstrable and 

surprising gap in Scottish historical studies and that Scottish historiography itself seems to 

want to ask it. Secondly, it surveys the existing context of knowledge about Scottish-

American ties in the eighteenth century and looks at some of the perceptions and awareness 

of America within Scotland on the eve of the Revolution. Thirdly, and primarily, it explores 

the economic, public, religious and intellectual impacts of the Revolution in Scotland in order 

to emphasise the nature of ‘reverse flows’ of influence from America to Scotland. It 

concludes that although the Revolution can clearly be shown to have been important in 

Scottish historical development on the cusp of the nineteenth century, this field of study is 

still awaiting much more scholarly attention and would richly reward it. 
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1. Introduction 

  

This dissertation – divided into three sections and three main areas of enquiry - seeks to 

contextualise and pursue the following question: should the American Revolution be 

considered an important event in terms of modern Scottish history and if so, why (or why not) 

and how important (or not) was it? Even if a definitive answer proves elusive, exploration of 

the question will naturally demonstrate what impacts were, at any rate, felt in Scotland. Such 

study can contribute to rebalancing the mostly one-way trend in eighteenth-century Scottish-

American historical studies which emphasises the influence of Scotland on revolutionary 

America rather than the reverse. Moreover, Scottish responses to the Revolution were 

noteworthy regardless of what final conclusions might be drawn, not least because they 

provide a revealing lens into Scottish society quite apart from the impacts themselves, for 

instance in the way they placed some evangelicals and Enlightenment philosophers such as 

Hume, otherwise at loggerheads, into rough agreement for the first time. The main 

component issues – the place of this subject within the historiography; Scottish-American ties 

prior to the Revolution and in the revolutionary era; economic and public fall-out when the 

Revolution started; the role of the Revolution in the developing Scottish ‘public sphere’ and 

its stimulation of the Scottish press; and, in particular, religious, intellectual and political 

repercussions and interpretations – will inform and structure the discussion. The central 

question will remain, however, of what the various consequences and responses added up to 

in toto, and whether anything can be said of their legacy. 
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 Superficially, the wrenching of independence from the Westminster parliament by the 

United States across the Atlantic in the late eighteenth century may seem variably of 

glancing, limited or modest relevance to England’s northerly and sometimes peripheral 

partner nation. Therefore, the aim here is not only to seek a provisional and tentative answer 

to the question itself (since within such a restricted length of study that is all that can be 

contemplated), and to sketch out a framework within which a more comprehensive answer 

might be sought, but also, perhaps most importantly, to at least show that the question itself is 

worthwhile asking; to show that the relevance is more than merely modest.  

For this reason, historiographical and thematic contexts – telescoping in from the very 

broad to the more specific to ask if the question of the importance of the American 

Revolution in Scotland is itself an important question – are the first concern and will be 

interrogated in the first section. It will be suggested that many themes in Scottish history 

make the question topical and relevant. Perhaps more importantly, it will be shown that 

owing to certain emphases in Scottish-American studies, the question is a beckoning one and 

the lack of a published monograph on it a very surprising and outstanding gap in the 

historiography. 

Having then established (it is hoped) not only the importance of the subject, its thematic 

context and some of its contours, but also its striking historiographical opacity, there follows 

in the second section a discussion of Scottish-American interactions before, and as, the 

revolutionary era began in 1763.  The historical, migratory, economic, educational, and 

intellectual context of Scottish influence on and interaction with the colonies will be 

surveyed, with attention paid to the way the American colonies were viewed within Scotland 

itself. This outline, although partially rooted in the very one-way trend of Scottish-American 

studies this dissertation ultimately seeks to reverse, is necessary as a basis for understanding 

Scottish responses to American actions. Excluded from this will be views of America within 
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the Scottish Enlightenment and within the Scottish Church because these will be considered 

together with responses to the Revolution in the following section.  

This third and most substantial section will look at the impacts of the Revolution on 

Scotland, exploiting primary sources and consulting interpretations in the secondary 

literature. The economic and public repercussions in the press and reform movements will be 

discussed along with thought given to the experience of the Revolution in ordinary life. More 

extensive discussion will follow of the religious responses in terms of the 

moderate/evangelical divide in the Scottish Church and in the context of transatlantic 

Presbyterian networks. This will lead quite naturally into consideration of the role of America 

itself within the Scottish Enlightenment in contradistinction to the usually emphasised 

influence of the latter on the former. A conclusion will then be offered and there will be a 

return to the question at the very front of this dissertation with an attempt to measure the 

overall importance of the Revolution as an event in modern Scottish history, with indications 

of where further research could go. 
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2. The roots of the question – historiographical and thematic contexts 

 

The American Revolutionary era – from the first palpitations of 1763 to the Treaty of 

Paris in 1783 - is clearly the most important and formative period in American history, and 

the Revolution itself one of the most significant, far-reaching world events of modern times. 

Consequently, it is the beating heart of American historiography and American historians 

have, understandably, been its primary narrators. Although Britain was the other main party 

to the epic confrontation, British historians have given the Revolution something of a 

historiographical snub. Admittedly, they have been obliged to deal with much greater swathes 

of historical time packed with many highly consequential events and epochs, and perforce to 

write from the perspective of a nation-state for which the Revolution was not a glamorous 

episode. They have generally been, therefore, less prepared to rate it as such a central event in 

British history. 

The apparent dismissal, however, appears to have gone even further than that. In 1976, 

Robin W. Winks observed with some astonishment that, despite a scattering of high-quality 

articles, ‘in the two hundred years since the Revolution began...no scholar has written a full 

length study of the influence of the Revolution on British policy, imperial, foreign, and 

domestic’.1 By 2000 Stephen Conway could note, in The British Isles and the War of 

American Independence, that while British historians had recently done more due diligence 

on the subject they had ‘unsurprisingly...tended to emphasize its international and imperial 

dimensions...the role of the American war in domestic British and Irish history has attracted 

                                                           
1 Robin W. Winks, ‘The American Revolution and the British Empire – An American Reflection’, in Edwards, 

Owen Dudley & Shepperson, George, Scotland, Europe and the American Revolution (Edinburgh, 1976), p. 5. 
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less attention’ and indeed ‘no wide-ranging effort has been made to explore the impact of this 

war on the British Isles’, although Conway attempts, of course, and laudably, to do precisely 

that.2 It should be said that, as part of ‘international or imperial dimensions’, the Revolution 

has received some attention within ‘Atlantic’ history.3  

Given this overall historiographical picture, it is somewhat surprising to find a very 

early and exceptional footnote to the general recalcitrance from the nineteenth century 

historian J.R. Seeley, who was the first to advance a view of the Empire as not merely a 

distant, exotic and ‘other’ scattering of colonial trade entrepôts impinging only casually and 

tangentially on domestic British life but rather as a culturally global extension of Britishness 

itself, with inevitable domestic reverberations (one of the first, says David Armitage, to 

‘diagnose’ the ‘imperial amnesia’ of British historiography).4 Seeley was also the first – in 

the very engaging style which made his 1883 book The Expansion of England such a popular 

and influential best-seller - to question the historiographical disregard of the American 

Revolution as a seminal event in British national consciousness:  

When he relates the conclusion of the Treaty of 1783, the historian will no doubt 

pause for a moment and insert a solemn paragraph upon the event, which he will 

recognise as momentous. He will explain that colonies always secede as soon as 

they feel themselves ripe for independence, and that the secession of America 

was no loss but rather a gain for England. Hereupon he dismisses the subject, and 

henceforth you hear as little of America from him as you heard before the 

troubles began. New subjects have cropped up in the House of Commons....Now I 

do not think I risk anything by saying in contradiction to all this that the 

American Revolution, instead of being a tiresome unfortunate business of which 

the story may be despatched in a very brief narrative, is an event not only of 

greater importance but on an altogether higher level of importance than almost 

any other in modern English history...5 

                                                           
2 Stephen Conway, The British Isles and the War of American Independence (Oxford, 2000), p. 2.  

 
3 Eliga H. Gould and Peter S. Onuf (eds), Empire and nation: the American Revolution in the Atlantic World 

(Baltimore, 2005); Brad A. Jones, ‘The American Revolution and Popular Loyalism in the British Atlantic 

World’, unpublished Phd Thesis, University of Glasgow, 2006. 

 
4 David Armitage, The Ideological Origins of the British Empire (Cambridge, 2000), p. 16. 

 
5 J.R. Seeley, The Expansion of England: Two Courses of Lectures (Boston, 1883), pp. 146-147. It is curious 

that a man advancing the idea of England swallowed up into a greater and global Britain chooses to say modern 
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The fact that the American Revolution seeded the ultimate eclipse of Britain as the 

dominant global superpower - which inevitably has had profound domestic implications - 

alone might give pause to entertain Seeley’s point. But whether one agrees with him or not, 

his provocative statement, for the student of Scottish History, immediately raises the question 

of whether a similar thing could conceivably be said in relation to modern Scotland. The idea 

that it could may not readily suggest itself. After all, although Scotland was also part of the 

United Kingdom at the time and might be expected to have shared the dynamics and received 

some of the impacts of modern ‘English’ history,  ‘with respect to the American colonies, 

twelve of the original thirteen were founded before the Union and were therefore English 

colonies’.6  

On the other hand, Scotland had many profound ties to those colonies. Moreover, the 

idea that the relationships to England of both Scotland and America created a particular 

affinity between them – the ‘cultural provinces’ theory first put forth by Clive and Bailyn in 

1954 which has acquired considerable traction – suggests that the impact of the Revolution in 

Scottish experience was not only distinct from that of England but might plausibly have had 

particularly strong resonance.7 It was, in any event, a transformative development in modern 

global history, and Scotland at the time was an increasingly and globally influential nation 

heavily invested in America’s colonial status. Scotland was, indeed, heavily invested in the 

Empire generally and the Revolution serves to mark the recognisably qualitative division 

between the ‘first’ and ‘second’ Empires. In any case, Seeley’s remarks, putative cultural 

affinity and Imperial evolution are not the only provocations to asking the question. It also 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
‘English’ history rather than modern ‘British’ history, but then this was a characteristically Victorian kind of 

Anglo-centrism. 

 
6 C. Paul Rogers III, ‘Scots Law in Post-Revolutionary and Nineteenth-Century America: The Neglected 

Jurisprudence’, Law and History Review, Vol. 8, No. 2 (Autumn, 1990), p. 219. 

 
7 John Clive and Bernard Bailyn, ‘England’s Cultural Provinces: Scotland and America’, William and Mary 

Quarterly, Third Series, Vol. 11, No. 2, Scotland and America (Apr., 1954), pp. 200-213. 
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emerges quite strongly from aspects of Scottish historiography, both thematically and 

historiographically more strictly speaking. 

 Thematically,  it is remarkable how many of the ‘important events’ of Scottish history 

in both the public national consciousness and in specialised research involve issues of 

national independence, rights or identity in relation to England: the early fourteenth century 

wars of independence, the 1560 Scottish Reformation, the 1603 Union of the Crowns, the age 

of Covenanter power and the ‘Scottish Revolution’ of 1637-1644, the Glorious Revolution of 

1689, the Darien misadventure of the 1690s, the Union of 1707. The enormous importance of 

the Empire for Scottish national identity and development and the disproportionate influence 

of Scots upon it have also cast up motifs of Scottish identity, autonomy, voice and assertion 

within an English-dominated political, cultural, intellectual and economic sphere. The 

devolution settlement of 1997-98 and planned independence referendum in 2014 have, of 

course, resurrected these motifs with a vengeance.  

Clearly, the American Revolution should embrace and speak powerfully to such motifs. 

Presumably it gave Scots much food for thought and perhaps even for haunting psychosocial 

introspection when ‘the United States of America gained their independence seventy years 

after Scotland lost its’.8 The very fact that ‘the two processes were not unconnected’ must 

have emphasised this.9 Pocock has argued that ‘The American Revolution is not causally a 

consequence of the Union of England and Scotland, but it is a consequence of a political 

logic contained within it.’10 If that is true then the Revolution could reasonably be expected to 

have impacted and even partially shaped intellectual, constitutional and political discourse in 

                                                           
8 Owen Dudley Edwards & George Shepperson (eds), ‘Envoi’ in Scotland, Europe and the American Revolution 

(Edinburgh, 1976), p. 137 

 
9 Ibid. 

 
10 J.G.A. Pocock, ‘Empire, state and confederation: the War of American Independence as a crisis in multiple 

monarchy’, in John Robertson (ed.) A Union for Empire: Political Thought and the Union of 1707 (Cambridge, 

1995), p. 338. 
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Scotland, perhaps even quite profoundly. Like two ships passing in the night – ‘America 

moving from insubordination to independence, Scotland from independence to subordination’ 

– the ‘diametrically opposed political history of the two’ still logically implies a uniquely 

shared existential arena and a deeply shared, almost mathematical, point of intersection in 

history.11 

 Indeed, Scottish historiography manifoldly begs the Revolution question precisely in 

the context of this shared arena, most clearly in the enormous attention devoted to Scottish-

American connections and interactions, particularly in the Revolutionary era. A volume such 

as Brock’s 1982 Scotus Americanus has even been deemed necessary simply to guide 

scholars through the literature, issues and sources relating to the eighteenth century alone.12 

This is because the subject area has come to constitute a veritable research and publishing 

sub-industry within Scottish historical studies, ‘the Scottish contribution to American 

development’ already appearing by 1954 to be ‘a well-worn theme’.13  So said Shepperson - 

who has made a career of the subject - within a special issue of the influential William and 

Mary Quarterly devoted entirely to Scotland and America, which helped pitch the field of 

study to a new level, and since which attention to the subject has burgeoned exponentially.14  

The key role played by the American tobacco trade in the economic development of 

Scotland in the eighteenth century has attracted much comment, including intensive study by 

one of Scotland’s most distinguished historians, Tom Devine, among others. America as a 

key location of the much discussed ‘Scottish Diaspora’ also figures prominently in the 

literature. But more than anything, the formative and highly influential contribution of 

                                                           
11 Clive and Bailyn, ‘England’s Cultural Provinces’, p. 211. 

 
12 William Ranulf Brock, Scotus Americanus : a survey of the sources for links between Scotland and America 

in the eighteenth century (Edinburgh, 1982). 

 
13 George Shepperson, ‘Writings in Scottish-American History: A Brief Survey’, William and Mary Quarterly, 

Third Series, Vol. 11, No. 2, Scotland and America (Apr., 1954), p. 163. 

 
14 William and Mary Quarterly, Third Series, Vol. 11, No. 2, Scotland and America (Apr., 1954), pp. 163-334. 
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Scottish Enlightenment philosophy, Scottish culture and Scottish institutions to colonial and 

Revolutionary America is now almost its own sub-industry within the Scottish-American 

sub-industry – perhaps even the mainstay of it.  

 It is here, in this latter area of the historiography, that two curious lacunae emerge, 

both being fundamentally germane to the main question under discussion. The first of these is 

the overwhelmingly one-way emphasis of the intellectual, cultural and political traffic: the 

focus on the triumph of the Aberdeen Common Sense school of philosophy over the 

immaterialist idealism of Bishop Berkeley in the American existential mind15; the even more 

general and forceful influence of the Scottish Enlightenment generally – through writers such 

as Hume and Smith - on American intellectuals; the influence of Scottish medicine and the 

domination of the early American medical profession by Scots or Americans trained in 

Scotland; the modelling of the American university system and curriculum on that of 

Scotland with all the profound formative influence that implies, along with the raft of 

prominent revolutionary statesman who were consequently schooled by Scots like 

Witherspoon16; the crafting of modes of political discourse in America according to 

Edinburgh theories of rhetoric;17 the streams of Scottish thought which, it is argued, entered 

into and framed foundational American documents such as the Declaration of Independence 

and the Constitution.18 The latter region of study includes the still debatable contention, 

                                                           
15 Sydney E. Ahlstrom, ‘The Scottish Philosophy and American Theology’, Church History, Vol. 24, No. 3 

(Sep., 1955), pp. 257-272; see also the subsequent footnotes. 

 
16 Mark A. Noll, Princeton and the Republic 1768-1822 (Princeton University Press, 1989); Richard B. Sher, 

Church and University in the Scottish Enlightenment: The Moderate Literati of Edinburgh (Edinburgh, 1985). 

 
17 Daiches, David, ‘STYLE PERIODIQUE AND STYLE COUPE: Hugh Blair and the Scottish Rehetoric of 

American Independence, in Sher, Richard B. & Smitten, Jeffrey R. (eds.) Scotland and America in the Age of 

Enlightenment (Princeton, 1990), pp. 209-226. 

 
18 Gary Wills, Inventing America: Jefferson’s Declaration of Independence (Mariner Books, 2002); Daniel 

Walker Howe, ‘Why the Scottish Enlightenment was useful to the Framers of the American Constitution’, 

Comparative Studies in Society and History, Vol. 31, No. 3 (July., 1989), pp. 572-587; Terence S. and Terence 

A. Morrow, ‘Common Sense Deliberative Practice: John Witherspoon, James Madison, and the U.S. 

Constitution’, Rhetoric Society Quarterly, Vol. 29, No. 1 (Winter, 1999), pp. 25-47. 
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casually stated as bald fact by the BBC no less, that the 1320 Declaration of Arbroath was a 

partial model for the American Declaration.19 To top it all off, there is the proposal by the 

never timid Michael Fry that ‘the Scots made America safe for Liberty, Democracy and 

Capitalism’.20  

Discussion of the ‘blowback’ or reverse flow to Scotland from America of all this 

frenetic nurturing is conspicuously limited by comparison. Indeed, it is largely in journal or 

book articles that the inverse influence is explored, and only in discrete thematic chunks. But 

there is next to nothing in full-length, comprehensive monograph form that does. Andrew 

Hook has only very recently published a book on cultural relations between Scotland and 

America which moves towards addressing the imbalance.21 The collection of articles 

presented in the Sher and Smitten edited Scotland and America in the age of enlightenment 

also does so and Sher notes the strange imbalance himself: 

 

If...the Scottish Enlightenment helped to lay the foundations for America’s 

assertion of independence, and if (as others have claimed) it also contributed to 

the American Constitution and the emergence of the standard American 

philosophy curriculum in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, it is 

nevertheless true that the idea and reality of America helped in its turn to shape 

the social, political and economic thought and the ideological tenets of the 

Scottish Enlightenment.22 

 

To this it might be added, if Scots did indeed do so much to shape the contours of the 

American Revolution, the domestic impact of the Revolution in Scotland itself is the most 

obvious and natural point of coalescence for eighteenth century Scottish-American studies 

                                                           
19 http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/scottishhistory/independence/features_independence_arbroath.shtml 

 
20 Michael Fry, ‘Bold, Independent, Unconquer’d and Free: How the Scots made American safe for Liberty, 

Democracy and Capitalism (Ayr, 2003). 

 
21 Andrew Hook, Scotland and America: a study of cultural relations, 1750-1835, Second Edition (Glasgow, 

2008). 

 
22 Richard B. Sher, ‘Introduction: Scottish-American Cultural Studies, Past and Present’ in Sher, Richard B. & 

Smitten, Jeffrey R. (eds.) Scotland and America in the Age of Enlightenment (Princeton, 1990), p. 7. 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/scottishhistory/independence/features_independence_arbroath.shtml
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and it is extraordinary that no single published, comprehensive monograph on the subject 

exists, although many Scottish historians have provided limited commentary on it in articles 

or collections of articles.23 This is the second historiographical lacuna. Bob Harris has 

recently provided a comprehensive study of The Scottish People and the French Revolution, 

itself preceded by Henry W. Meikle’s 1912 book Scotland and the French Revolution.24 

Meikle claimed that ‘The American War of Independence exercised a considerable influence 

on the thought and action of England, Ireland and France. To the same source may be traced 

the first signs of the political awakening of Scotland’.25 Shepperson says of this statement 

that it contributes to the ‘outline’ of a book on the American Revolution and Scotland, a 

subject he encourages scholars to take up, to ‘eventually give us that long-needed single, 

comprehensive, scholarly volume on Scotland and the American Revolution.’26 Shepperson’s 

hope in 1977 remains unfulfilled over thirty years later. Given the vibrancy of the 

historiographical industry on Scotland and America, the absence of a published monograph 

regarding the American Revolution is striking and difficult to understand. There is, after all, 

Morley’s Irish Opinion and the American Revolution 1760-1783.27 

Only one student of Scottish history has ever thought fit to comprehensively study the 

issue, a fact also noted by Sher.28 This was D.I. Fagerstrom in his unpublished 1951 

University of Edinburgh Phd, ‘The American Revolutionary Movement in Scottish Opinion 

                                                           
23 Edwards & Shepperson, Scotland, Europe and the American Revolution; Michael Fry, ‘Scotland and the 

American Revolution’, in Michael Fry (ed) Scotland and the Americas 1600-1800 (Providence, 1995). 

 
24 Bob Harris, The Scottish People and the French Revolution (London, 2008); Henry W. Meikle, Scotland and 

the French Revolution (Glasgow, 1912). 

 
25 Meikle, Scotland and the French Revolution, p.1. 

 
26 George Shepperson, ‘The American Revolution in Scotland’, Scotia 1 (1977), pp. 14-15. 

 
27 Vincent Morley, Irish Opinion and the American Revolution 1760-178 (Cambridge, 2007) 

 
28 Sher, ‘Introduction’, p. 7 
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1763-1783’, partly condensed into a published article the same year.29 Sher comments that 

‘there is no better compliment to be paid to these works than to say that they have remained 

the standard short and full-length studies, respectively, of this extremely important topic’.30 

The complement is deserved but it cannot escape notice that Fagerstrom’s work in remains 

unpublished form and predates sixty years of extensive Scottish-American studies. 

Fagerstrom offered a ‘controversial thesis’, based on study of Scottish newspapers, 

pamphlets, sermons and magazines of the time, that Scottish opinion contained much more 

support for the Americans than had been supposed, and that this was intimately connected to 

desire for domestic political reform.31 Meikle’s connection of the American Revolution to 

‘political awakening’ in Scotland has also found echo in another Phd, by James Vance, in 

1998, which looked at ‘constitutional radicalism’ stimulated in Scotland by American 

events.32 

 However, the subject remains strangely understudied and a full scholarly published 

work on the impact of the American Revolution in Scotland is still an odd gap in the 

historiography. The topic clearly has many implications and more work on it has been called 

for by eminent historians. The question is indeed one Scottish historians could pursue much 

more than has been done, particularly given the relevance of Scottish ‘Independence’ in 

current political discourse.  

Any investigation of the subject is obliged to start from existing research which, as 

noted above, is overwhelmingly one way. Nevertheless, the influence of Scotland on colonial 

                                                           
29 D.I. Fagerstrom, ‘The American Revolutionary Movement in Scottish Opinion 1763-1783’, unpublished Phd 

Thesis, University of Edinburgh, 1951; Dalphy I. Fagerstrom, ‘Scottish Opinion and the American Revolution’, 

William and Mary Quarterly, Third Series, Vol. 11, No. 2, Scotland and America (Apr., 1954), pp. 252-275. 

 
30 Sher, ‘Introduction’, p. 7 

 
31 Ibid. 

 
32 James Vance, ‘Constitutional radicalism in Scotland and Ireland in the era of the American Revolution. C. 

1760-1789, unpublished Phd Thesis, University of Aberdeen, 1998 
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America and the nature of eighteenth century Scottish-American ties are a necessary context 

for understanding Scottish responses to the Revolution. It is this context that will be 

addressed next.  
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3. Scottish-American ties in the eighteenth century  

 

 Scotland played only a tertiary role in the early development of the American 

colonies, and at most 7,000 Scots emigrated there in the seventeenth century.33 During the 

1680s and 1690s Scots settled and largely ran the colony of East Jersey; mainly covenanter 

Scots also created Stuarts Town in Carolina in the same period and settled the area around it, 

but fell prey to both sickness and Spanish and Indian attacks. Scottish criminals banished to 

foreign exile or labour might sometimes be sent to plantations in the seventeenth century, but 

because Scotland had no legal jurisdiction there prior to 1707 this did not account for great 

numbers, although Cromwell sent a significant batch of Scottish prisoners to New England in 

1651 and this, together with the presence of some Scottish merchants, may have contributed 

to the creation of the Scots Charitable society in Boston in 1657.34 While the Darien scheme 

of the late 1690s did not have the American colonies as its direct target, its catastrophic 

failure helped precipitate the financial conditions leading to the Union of 1707, which greatly 

increased Scottish contact with America. Moreover, at the heart of Darien was an imperial 

                                                           
33 Allan I. MacInnes, Marjory-Ann D Harper. & Linda G. Fryer, Scotland and the Americas, c. 1650-c. 1939: A 

documentary source book (Edinburgh, Society, 2002), p. 13. 

 
34 A. Roger Ekirch, ‘The Transportation of Scottish Criminals to America during the Eighteenth Century’, 

Journal of British Studies, Vol. 24, No. 3 (Jul., 1985), p. 368; Brock, Scotus Americanus, p. 4; Colin Nicolson, 

‘A plan “to banish all the Scotchmen”: Victimization and Political Mobilization in Pre-Revolutionary Boston’, 

Massachusetts Historical Review, Vol. 9, (2007), p. 69; Ferenc Morton Szasz, Scots in the North American 

West, 1790-1917 (University of Oklahoma Press, 2000), p. 3. Szasz gives the date as 1650 for the formation of 

the Charitable society as 1650 but appears to be rounding off the date. 
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ambition which later led to a disproportionately large Scottish participation in the American 

colonial project and helped frame many Scottish responses to the Revolution.  

Ever increasing contact between Scotland and America after the Union included, first 

of all, a new wave of emigration which greatly changed the dynamic of British presence in 

the colonies. While the English dominated seventeenth century migration, it is estimated that 

from 1700 to 1783 about 70-80,000 Scots and 150,000 northern Irish flooded into North 

America, with many of the latter category comprising the ‘Scotch-Irish’: people from Ulster 

whose background already derived from earlier Scottish emigration to Northern Ireland.35 

The influx was at its height in the decade before the American Revolution with between 

10,000 and 20,000 emigrants arriving from the Highlands alone between 1763 and 1775.36 

Ekirch found that half the people sentenced by the Edinburgh central court from 1718 to 1775 

were transported to America, perhaps as many as 700 people from all Scottish courts.37 The 

first American census of 1790 registered about 260,000, or a little over eight percent, of the 

population to be Scots or of Scots descent.38 In Scotland itself, the population rose from about 

one million to 1.6 million over the course of the eighteenth century.39 Clearly, not only was 

the Scottish presence in America considerable but America partly constituted a significant 

extension of Scotland itself. 

A key result of union was Scotland’s expansive participation in the English Atlantic 

trading system. Indeed, it was largely to gain entry to this system – to rescue itself from 

                                                           
35 Anthony McFarlane, The British in the Americas 1480-1815 (Harlow, 1994), p. 174. 

 
36 J. Bell Whitfield, Jr., ‘Scottish Emigration to America: A Letter of Dr. Charles Nisbet to Dr. John 

Witherspoon, 1784’, William and Mary Quarterly, Third Series, Vol. 11, No. 2, Scotland and America (Apr., 

1954), p. 276. 

 
37 Ekirch, ‘The Transportation of Scottish Criminals’, pp. 368-371. 

 
38 Fry, ‘A nation no longer’, p. 62; Rogers, ‘Scots Law’, pp. 206-207. 

 
39 T.M. Devine, The Scottish Nation 1700-2007 (London, 2006), p. xix; J.G. Kyd, ‘Scotland’s Population’,  

Scottish Historical Review, 28, no. 106, Part 2 (Oct., 1949), p. 98. 
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financial and economic bankruptcy resulting from the imperial aims of Darien while 

furthering those very aims - that Scotland agreed to an incorporating union in the first place.40 

Devine argues that, subsequently, ‘the economic history of Scotland in the eighteenth century 

is dominated by the rise of the colonial trades’.41  

American tobacco was most prominent among these. Glasgow gained ascendency in 

the trade over Bristol and London, owing mainly to its geographical nearness to the eastern 

American seaboard meaning return voyages were reduced by up to a month.42 There was also 

its unique access to French markets based on old ties between Scotland and France which 

provided the basis for a European-wide re-export business, as well as an effective system of 

factors, stores and credit in Virginia, Delaware, North Carolina and Maryland.43 This Scottish 

system had pre-union antecedents. Glasgow was illegally importing about 1.5 million pounds 

of tobacco per year from 1698 to 1707, but had been engaged in this elicit trade from the 

early 1660s.44 After the Union, legal trade allowed Scottish tobacco imports from America to 

rise to 6 million pounds by 1722, 13 million by 1745, 24 million by 1753, 32 million by 1760 

and 47 million by 1771 on the eve of the American Revolution.45 By 1762 tobacco 

constituted 85 per cent of Scottish imports from North America, 40 per cent of all Scottish 

imports in total and 52 per cent of all Scottish exports.46 Moreover, the tobacco trade itself 
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facilitated other exports, with Virginia and Maryland receiving 83 per cent of Scottish 

westward exports in 1769.47 American tobacco was a lynchpin of recovery from the dire 

Scottish foreign trade situation at the start of the century so thoroughly diagnosed by 

Smout.48 

The huge profits from this trade helped stimulate much needed economic 

development in Scotland, particularly in Western Scotland.49 Fagerstrom called it ‘of basic 

importance in Scottish economic development during the eighteenth century’ and W.R. Scott 

remarked that the ‘whole economy of the overseas trade of the country’ depended on the 

West of Scotland colonial trade.50 Devine calculates that 85 out of 163 Glasgow merchants 

with partnerships in American trade from 1740 to 1790 also invested in Scottish industry.51 

Together with merchants involved in the West Indian trade in sugar and rum, tobacco 

merchants contributed significantly to mining as well as to the ‘crucial’ expansion of textiles, 

in addition to a near monopoly of their own of the west Scotland glass industry.52 Cotton 

imported from the slave plantations of the American South and West Indies allowed Scottish 

cotton manufacturing to grow from ‘virtually nothing’ into ‘by far the greatest industry’ by 

the end of the eighteenth century.53 The insatiable demand for goods in America stimulated 
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Scottish iron smelting and manufacture of farm implements and leather manufactures, which 

could be developed owing to capital derived from the American trade.54 

Despite accelerating economic development, Scotland’s advanced education system 

was churning out a higher number of the ‘professional’ classes than the economy could 

provide suitable jobs for.55 Many of these Scots found their way to the American colonies not 

only as emigrants but as British colonial administrators and ‘Scots quickly began to fill a 

great many political offices from governorships downwards’.56 Scots or men of Scottish 

parentage were installed as governors in New York from 1710-1731 (Robert Hunter, William 

Burnet, John Montgomerie), Pennsylvania 1717-1736 (William Keith, Patrick Gordon), 

Virginia 1710-22, 1751-1758 and 1771-1775 (Alexander Spotswood, Robert Dinwiddie and 

John Murray), North Carolina 1733-1752 (Gabriel Johnston), and South Carolina 1743-1756 

(James Glen). Colden Cadwallader, senior councillor of the New York government in 1760, 

and lieutenant-governor in 1761, 1763-5, 1769-70 and 1774-5, was regarded as ‘one of the 

leading intellectuals of colonial British America’.57 These governorships are merely the most 

prominent example of a trend which saw Scots inhabit all rungs of the colonial administration 

in increasing numbers, particularly in the south and with particular involvement in customs 

and trade.58  
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Employment opportunities in Scotland were also limited for doctors and many sought 

work within the empire.59 Edinburgh had by the mid-eighteenth century attained pre-

eminence in medical education, attracting not only Scottish but English and American 

students. Brock has identified at least 141 doctors who came from Scotland to the American 

colonies in the eighteenth century and 290 Americans who came to Scotland to study 

medicine between 1745 and 1800.60 The first and foremost American medical school of the 

time at Philadelphia had an overwhelmingly Edinburgh-trained faculty and a curriculum 

dominated by Scottish pedagogical methods and ideas.61 

Medical training was of course only the tip of the iceberg in terms of Scottish 

influence on education in the American colonies. Most noted have been the activities of two 

clergymen, James Blair and John Witherspoon. Blair arrived in Virginia in 1684 and worked 

as Commissary for the Church of England from 1689 to 1743. He first proposed and was 

instrumental in the founding of William and Mary College in 1693, the second oldest higher 

education institution in America after the Puritan-oriented Harvard.62 Harvard itself had by 

1810 become ‘a Unitarian institution...the Scottish Philosophy became almost official both in 

the College and the new Divinity School. Under the Alford Professors...there was an 

unbroken succession of emphatic Scottish advocacy down to 1889’.63 Despite its adherence 

to English worship and its role in training Anglican clergy, under Blair’s influence William 
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and Mary also introduced Scottish ideas and teaching style.64 Thomas Jefferson, who as a 

child was taught by Scottish clergyman Rev. William Douglas, attended William and Mary 

where: 

‘It was my great good fortune, and what probably fixed the destinies of my life 

that Dr. Wm. Small of Scotland was then professor Mathematics, a man profound 

in most of the useful branches of science, with a happy talent of communication 

correct and gentlemanly manners, & an enlarged & liberal mind. He...made me 

his daily companion...and from his conversation I got my first views of the 

expansion of science & of the system of things in which we are placed’.65  

 

 

Despite the early influence at Philadelphia and William and Mary, most credit for 

putting Scottish university models and Scottish philosophy at the heart of American 

education is usually given to John Witherspoon. Witherspoon, who in Scotland had acquired 

a reputation as an erudite critic of moderatism and defender of the evangelical wing of the 

Church of Scotland, arrived in New Jersey to take up the post of President of Princeton 

College in 1768, serving in that capacity until his death in 1794. Witherspoon’s most 

important contributions there were his revision of the curriculum, his advancement of 

Scottish philosophy in America and the extraordinary number of American public figures he 

helped educate. Thanks in part to his efforts, Scottish university teaching based on the lecture 

system gradually replaced ‘the old recitation method of examining students in set texts’ 

employed in America.66 Scottish universities used external trustees rather than purely internal 

governing bodies, a practice adopted in the colonies.67 Douglas Sloan has argued that the 
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Scottish Presbyterian emphasis on education for all prevailed in America over Anglican 

English cautiousness about an informed general public.68 When Witherspoon arrived at 

Princeton the idealism of Berkeley and political theory of Locke which dominated eighteenth 

century Anglo-philosophy were being taught but Witherspoon ‘soon scotched all forms of 

idealism at Princeton through vigorous advocacy of the intuitive realistic philosophy he had 

learned at Edinburgh’.69  He not only greatly advanced the Scottish strain of moral 

philosophy in America, but was its first professor of rhetoric, another distinctive emphasis at 

Edinburgh.70 It has long been recognized that the prevalence of Scottish teaching and 

philosophical emphases in American Universities had a direct impact on the public sphere. 

Among Witherspoon’s own pupils were  

‘a president (James Madison, “architect of the Constitution”71) and a vice-

president of the United States, twenty-one senators, twenty-nine representatives, 

fifty-six state legislators, and thirty-three judges, three of whom were appointed 

to the Supreme Court. During the Revolution, his pupils were everywhere in 

positions of command in the American forces’.72  

 

 The influence of Scottish philosophy in America followed multiple strands and its 

relationship to the Revolution is still debated. As already noted, Jefferson claimed to have 

gained his understanding of ‘the system of things in which we are placed’ from Scottish 

learning. Early America’s most eminent theologian Jonathan Edwards was reading Lord 
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Kames and David Hume in 1755.73 Hume’s thought is widely accepted to have impacted on 

the Federalist Papers and the American approach to constitutional issues, freedom and 

governance.74 The abstract idealism of Berkeley which built on Hume’s epistemological 

scepticism to suggest that not only are our ‘ideas’ of reality all we know, but that all of reality 

was precisely thought, was not very serviceable in a frontier land on the brink of creating a 

very concrete new reality. Thomas Reid’s emphasis on the ‘common sense’ correspondence 

of reality to the information delivered by our senses, especially the reliability of the ‘moral 

sense’, was much more appealing and practical in the rough and readiness of early American 

life. Through advocates such as Witherspoon a compatible mix of evangelical religion and 

rationalistic learning, forged in Scotland in response to the Enlightenment there and based on 

the doctrinal and intellectual meticulousness of Presbyterianism, became very successful in 

America. The sociological and humanistic – almost anthropological – bent of writers such as 

Francis Hutcheson and Adam Ferguson held much value in a society still close to a ‘state of 

nature’ and striving to carve out the fundamentals of its view of human relationships. 

 

This then, is the basic framework of both accepted Scottish-American studies as well 

as the ‘Burns Supper school of Scottish-American’ history. Emphasis should now be placed 

on a concomitant consequence of the extensive Scottish impact on America: America began 

to feature more prominently in Scottish consciousness. For one thing, writes Hook, ‘trade 
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created familiarity in Scotland with the entire seaboard of North America’.75 Owing to the 

huge emigration in the earliest stages of the early socio-economic transformation of the 

Highlands, awareness of America there and in adjacent areas was omnipresent and 

occasioned alarm. ‘There is the strongest arguments for your keeping fair with your people 

[as] possible,’ wrote Alexander Macleod to his father in 1771, ‘people’s going to Ammerica 

[sic] is become now a very serious matter in our neighbouring country’.76 In the opinion of 

another letter writer, ‘The only news in this island is emigrations; I believe the whole will go 

for America’.77  

The letters of Scottish emigrants and sojourners already across the water provided a 

steady stream of information to Scots about the colonies, sometimes sending mixed messages 

about conditions and opportunity. A correspondent of George Mackay of Mudal’s enthused 

that in North Carolina, ‘a twentieth part of that province is yet no Mans property but the 

Kings, who will give to any Subject at half a Crown, a hundred Acres of quit rent...The 

climate is rather hot than cold, but the people of Argyle who have settled there for 40 years 

past live as healthily in it as in Scotland, witness some of the first Settlers yet alive above 80 

years of age’.78  

On the other hand, the diary of John Harrower of Lerwick who went to Virginia in 

1773 portrays the more desperate circumstances of lower class emigrants and indentured 

servants. Very early on he observed that opportunity depended on contacts and that America 
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was not necessarily a land of bounty, ‘for all places here at present are intierly carried by 

friends and Intrest, and many Hundreds are sterving for want of employment, and many good 

people are begging’.79 On May 16th 1774 he noted the ‘men who make it their business to go 

onbd. all ships who have in either Servants and Convicts and buy sometimes the whole and 

sometimes a parcell of them as they can agree, and then they drive them through the Country 

like a parcell of Sheep’.80 However, at length he lucked upon an appointment as a 

schoolteacher and found himself ‘very pleasantly situated on the Banks of the River 

Rappanhannock’ where ‘I eat plenty of fine ripe Cherries brought out of the woods’.81 All 

these experiences were being regularly relayed to his wife in Shetland and no doubt shared 

with the community. Although tales of horror might shape perceptions in Scottish 

communities of America as a place of suffering, danger and disappointment, commentary 

such as those of Harrower to his wife that he could ‘really say with great truth that I never 

lived a genteel regulare life until now’ perpetuated the image of America as the land of 

promise, which continued to encourage emigrants.82 The 70-80,000 Scottish emigrants to 

North America over the eighteenth century yielded a great many letters back home 

contributing to the largeness of America in Scottish awareness. 

From the mid-eighteenth century American affairs began to feature regularly in 

Scottish newspapers, predominant among which was the Caledonian Mercury. In some cases 

these were just advertisements from land purchasers.83 Certain newspaper notices might 

reinforce the idea of America as a land of banishment, such as those advising that 
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Highlanders failing to comply with the disarming Act might be sent ‘to serve as Soldiers in 

America’ and nonjuring Episcopal ministers transported to the plantations.84 Of particular 

interest are newspaper stories during the period of the Seven Years War, often reprinted from 

London newspapers, which view America through the lens of imperial and economic 

bravado. Emphasis is placed on ‘the men...who fought courageously’ against the French and 

Indians in 1745 and a correspondent in Pittsburgh in 1759 during the War reported that army 

activity ‘will, to latest posterity, secure the British empire on the Ohio.’85 On 20 October 

1759, the newspaper celebrates British success ‘in a manner so glorious to your majesty’s 

arms’.86 Such imperial jingoism is splashed all over the front page on 29 October, two days 

after another issue had emphasised ‘preserving the freedom of trade in America’.87 The 

euphoria of the economic benefits of the American colonies was emphasised with sneering 

hubris two weeks later when it was commented of British-Russian economic negotiations that 

‘the court of Petersburgh has been made sensible that, with the products of North-America, 

Britain can do without Russia, and that they ought to be very thankful if we condescend to 

renew the expired treaty of commerce with them’.88  

Thus, although America and Scotland had many ties in the mid eighteenth century, it 

was within America that the connection was at its most generally vibrant. Although 

Scotland’s economic development was profoundly rooted in the American trade and 

awareness of America widespread – as a land of both disappointment and hope – through the 

letters and reports of immigrants, in the public sphere the view of America in Scotland was 

somewhat imperially bombastic and superficial. There were two realms within Scotland, 
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however, where what America represented was more deeply felt and understood: in the 

Scottish Enlightenment and in transatlantic Presbyterian networks. These will be considered 

in the context of the impacts of the American Revolution within Scotland and on its 

developing public sphere, to which attention now turns. 
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4. The American Revolution in Scotland: impacts and responses 

 

D.I. Fagerstrom’s 1951 Phd highlights a number of key areas in which the Revolution 

had important consequences in Scotland: the collapse of the tobacco trade, the inspiration it 

offered to campaigns for Burgh and County reform, the stimulation to Scottish Nationalism, 

the transformation of the public role of the Scottish press which was transfixed by American 

events, and the emphasizing of divisions within the Scottish Church. He also discusses 

emigration, but this is primarily in respect of the period before the Revolution with the only 

‘effect’ being a temporary check. His discussion of the views of Scottish parliamentarians in 

Westminster and figures of the Scottish Enlightenment is more of a survey rather than an 

‘impact’ study. In 1977, Shepperson highlighted much the same terrain, but added ‘the role of 

the Revolutionary War on the Scottish military establishment’ - six Highland regiments 

raised and the revitalisation of the thorny militia issue -, as well as more emphasis on the 

‘influence of America, in image and opportunity, for Scottish scholars, writers and 

teachers’.89 

 The economic fallout might be thought to be among the most fundamental and 

immediate impacts. Colonial non-importation agreements in response to the Stamp Act meant 

that as early as 1766 an abrupt halt to American trade, subsequent unemployment and the 

blocking of income streams from debt payments caused difficulty and alarm among Glasgow 
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merchants.90 When the Revolution began in earnest these impacts became considerable. 

Tobacco imports fell from 46 million lbs in 1775 to only 210,000 lbs in 1777.91 In addition to 

the drastic loss of trade was the resulting financial instability in a commercial community 

which only a few years earlier had been obliged to weather the 1772 credit shock caused by 

the collapse of the Ayr bank. The Glasgow tobacco trade had depended on long lines of credit 

which meant a continuing state of debt owed by mainly Virginia planters. In 1768 

Glaswegian traders were said to be owed £500,000 sterling and by 1775 over a million 

pounds was claimed to be outstanding.92 Indeed, colonial debts to Britain as a whole were in 

the region of five million pounds by this point and some historians have posited this debt 

itself as a contributing factor to the Revolution.93 Devine says that ‘often patriotism and 

indebtedness became intermingled in a curious alchemy’.94 Certainly, the debt owed to 

Scottish tobacco traders – and most of the 2000 factors in Virginia at the time were in all 

likelihood Scottish95 - helped foster Scotophobia, and Duncan Rice probably captures the 

Virginian view of the collapse of the tobacco trade when he says that ‘the old Scotch mafia 

was swept away’.96 
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 Opinion of how much negative economic long term impact was actually felt in 

Scotland on account of collapse of the tobacco trade has shifted over time. In 1930, W.R. 

Scott wrote of the Scottish economic relationship with America that: 

One can scarcely conceive a situation which was more vulnerable when the War 

of Independence came, and it at once laid the whole edifice of trade, which had 

been built up so painfully over more than half a century, in absolute ruin.97  

 

He points out that ‘spinners and weavers over the West of Scotland were left almost totally 

unemployed’ and trade as a whole fell by 58% from 1771 to 1778.98 Devine notes that seven 

tobacco trading firms did collapse.99 Clearly, for given individuals in Scotland, the American 

Revolution came with dire consequences. The impact on the whole of the country, however, 

has been seen increasingly as short-lived. Fagerstrom found ‘almost no complaint of 

commercial distress in Scotland, although a few extracts from American letters indicate some 

difficulties for Scottish traders’.100 Different authors agree that although Glasgow was never 

able to recover entirely, all was not lost.101 Fry remarks on the limited number of resulting 

bankruptcies.102 According to Devine, by 1775 the international tobacco market had become 

so oversupplied that Scottish trading firms retained large stock still to sell, which could now 

command higher prices owing to the circumstances.103 Indeed, Glasgow merchants, seeing 

that rebellion of the colonies was approaching, had taken steps to liquidate debt and to have 

their factors in America purchase great stockpiles of tobacco for expressly this purpose.104  
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From a larger perspective, Scotland’s dependence on American tobacco itself to 

underpin the entire economy had already begun to lessen and the trade was already 

faltering.105 By 1776 the West Indies had begun to play an equally important role in the 

Scottish economy, supplying cotton for the enormous textile industry and large quantities of 

money for investment. The chemical industry in Scotland – a key ingredient in some of the 

most celebrated scientific achievements of the Scottish Enlightenment – had grown on the 

back of sugar processing for the West Indian trade not American tobacco.106  The Revolution 

gave further impetus to this area of activity, not least by causing an exodus of 14-17000 Scots 

from America to the Caribbean Islands.107 By 1790 the West Indies accounted for 22% of 

Scotland’s imports and 26% per cent of its exports.108  By 1796, 62% of Scottish linen was 

exported to Jamaica alone.109   

Although the development of manufactures and industry in Scotland had come largely 

on the back of American trade, now that these economic bases were in place recovery was 

quickly possible with the finding of new markets in London and Europe, and by 1780 

Scottish-produced exports were back up to their previous level.110 Indeed, one contemporary 

author argued that in Scotland, ‘the capital which had been forced, by the monopoly, into the 

colony trade, returned to its natural channel, and is now employed in manufactures at 

home...and puts into motion, in this new employment, at least ten times as much domestic 
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industry as the colony trade, which was said to be so advantageous.’111 Meantime, the 

Revolution did not completely dampen trade in any case because illicit indirect trade with 

America continued through the West Indies and Canada, with the trade statistics for Nova 

Scotia rising quite curiously in proportion to the losses in the American colonies.112 The 

profits to be made in war-time are something of a political and historical cliché, but 

nevertheless, the American War of independence ‘offered its own opportunities for 

speculative gain’.113 

 If the ultimate economic impact of the Revolution was limited, the public and cultural 

effects were more wide-spread and more complex. For one thing, there appears to have been 

huge public Scottish interest in the course of American events, coinciding with the coming of 

age of newspapers and the development of a ‘public sphere’. Although these developments 

were underway in any case, the fact remains that the American Revolution helped drive them 

at a key stage. Printing presses around Edinburgh expanded from six to sixteen from 1763 to 

1790, largely on the back of enormous increases in news-sheet circulation catering to interest 

in the American war.114 Moreover, although up to 1773 Scottish newspapers still reprinted 

largely from the London press, they now began for the first time to heavily feature ‘Scottish’ 

opinion.115 It was this development which allowed Fagerstrom to centre his study of the 

American Revolution on public opinion as expressed in the press. Bob Harris felt that 

Fagerstrom succeeding in showing, moreover, that it was ‘under the impact of the War of 

American Independence’ that Scotland’s newspapers ‘interacted with and reflected new 

partisan political debates, issues and identities from this period’: in short, the beginnings of a 
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‘public sphere’.116 Both the high profile of the subject and its effect on the maturation of the 

Scottish press can be observed in the Scots Magazine in May 1775: ‘The American dispute 

has been an object of our particular attention ever since its beginning; and as that dispute has 

now unhappily broke out into a civil war, we shall endeavour to relate its progress with care 

and impartiality’.117 Such was the focus on the American war that in the Caledonian 

Mercury, extraordinarily, ‘the multiplicity of articles concerning American affairs...obliges us 

to delay the debates in General Assembly’, a delay that continued over three issues.118 

The high profile of the Revolution in the Scottish press has allowed attempts at 

generalisation of Scottish opinion regarding it. Devine expresses the established view when 

he says that ‘Between 1776 and 1783 the Scots were enthusiastically loyal to the British 

crown. Even in the colonies more loyalists were apparently born in Scotland than in any other 

country’119 This traditional and indisputable view, however, glosses over a more complex 

picture. Even the idea that Scottish imperial administrators in the colonies owing their 

positions to the colonial status of America were naturally loyalist is belied by cases such as 

that of William Livingston, the governor of New Jersey from 1776-1790, who wrote anti-

British tracts and petitions on behalf of the New York assembly during the revolutionary 

years.120 Fagerstrom’s research on opinion in Scotland showed that initial and natural loyalist 

hostility towards the American rebels was increasingly turning into criticism by Scots of 

government policy and military failure. Moreover, like the Scots Magazine, the Caledonian 
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Mercury ‘had frequent and effective expositions of the American arguments’.121 D.B. 

Swinfen has agreed with Fagerstrom that Scottish opinion progressed from being split ‘so 

long as the Americans merely contended for their rights within the British imperial system’, 

to loyalist hostility once rebellion broke out, to criticism of the government or indifference as 

events turned in the American’s favour.122 However, he has called into question Fagerstrom’s 

inclination to imply that Scots increasingly supported the Americans by noting that it is 

impossible ‘to estimate precisely the relative weight of the two sides in this debate’.123 

Nevertheless, he emphasises that ‘the fact remains that there were two sides’.124 

It is impossible, to gage from this public sphere the actual impact and perception of 

the Revolution in daily Scottish life, but John Galt offers some insight in his 1821 novel 

Annals of the Parish. The minister narrator displays some of the economic and colonial view 

by repeatedly referring to America as ‘the plantations’ and clearly considers that rebellion 

there has resulted in ‘damage and detriment’ to the ‘power and prosperity of the kingdom’, 

although he leaves judgement of that to ‘chroniclers of the realm’.125 However, he is not 

taken in by the jingoism and wryly observes of a local man recruited for the war in the 

colonies that ‘no doubt, it was his household ills that...made him...take on to be a soldier’, 

rather than Loyalism.126 With the American war in the air, a sense of either mischief or a 

more poetic perception of the conflict leads him to preach ‘a sermon purposely for them...on 
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how David overcame Goliath’.127 On the other hand, he movingly responds to the grief and 

anxiety of a woman for whom the conflict means only that her recruited son is in terrible 

danger.128 Something of the effect of the Revolution on the appetite for public engagement 

and the growth of the press is shown when the narrator decides that he ‘was no longer 

contented with the relation of the news of the month in the Scots Magazine’ and joined with a 

parishioner in subscribing for an extra Edinburgh newspaper to follow events.129 One local 

effect he complains of is the unpleasant revival of smuggling.130 The two-sided effect of the 

war is no better expressed than when in the midst of shouting and steeple bell ringing on 

news of victory over the French fleet in 1782, he receives a letter of the death of the soldier 

which he then has to convey to the mother.131 

 As with the press and in daily life, so in the political realm the sweeping assumption 

of Loyalism among Scots is perhaps too readily made. Even among the upper classes where 

British imperialism might be regarded as most unmitigated, attitudes were more mixed. Bruce 

Lenman argues that this is ‘because of modern historians’ insistence on some sort of incipient 

social revolution behind any “serious” opposition’ to British American policy’, showing that 

Lord Lauderdale, Lord Selkirk and Lord Buchan were all admirers of the American 

Revolution precisely because of conservative principles.132 Lord Buchan in particular was an 

‘enthusiast for all things American’.133 
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 The coincidence of the Revolution with a growing press and public sphere was 

augmented by its timely connection to growing calls for burgh and county reform in 

Scotland. Hook goes so far as to say: 

All the movements for political reform in Scotland date from the period of the 

American War. The freedoms which the Americans had claimed, and successfully 

defended their rights to, were essentially those which all men of liberal feelings 

came to demand for the people of Great Britain. In Scotland particularly, such 

freedoms were notably lacking.134 

 

 Fagerstrom identifies these lacking freedoms as resulting from corruption of the 

political process, where large landowners controlled votes in the countryside and the 

unrepresentative nature of town councils was equally tyrannical.135 The absence of a wide 

democratic franchise in parliamentary elections was of course something that by 1832 could 

no longer be ignored and the Reform Act of that year was the first stage in creating 

something like a proper democracy in Britain. Clearly, American complaints about lack of 

representation and the tyrannical behaviour, in the context of Enlightenment ideas about the 

‘rights of man’, served to accentuate impatience with political inequality in Scotland. Echoes 

of American complaints can be seen when Baron Sempill wrote after American independence 

had been achieved that ‘the people of Scotland of Scotland are bound by laws which they 

have no voice in making, and are forced to pay taxes, to which they have not consented by 

themselves or their representatives’.136 Meanwhile, ‘the American pays no more to the 

expense of government, than he is sensible is necessary’ and ‘the American 

Revolution...exhibits a model of a well organized community, of a government of all by 

all’.137 Oddly enough, however, it was the militia issue which acted as a lightning rod for 
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constitutional satisfaction. The prohibition against a Scottish militia – stemming from the 

events of 1745 – was a raw sore in Scottish public consciousness and highlighted problems 

with the existing constitutional arrangements: thousands of ‘fencibles’ were only raised in 

Scotland during the Revolution on an ‘ad hoc’ basis.138 The campaign for a militia in 

Scotland was consequently reinvigorated in 1775-76.139 

 

 While the sympathy for the Americans, open celebration of what their rebellion 

represented or admiration and stimulation from their democratic and constitutional statement 

were all present in Scottish society, it is difficult to give a definite weight to these things or to 

generalise about them Overall, Loyalism was certainly the default position of Scots, although 

this might exist with mixed feelings or even indifference. It is only within the Scottish 

Church that the dividing lines between unabashed Loyalism and support for America were 

clearly drawn and illuminate Scottish cultural life more distinctly. In the eighteenth century 

the Church was polarised by dispute. On the one hand were the ‘moderates’ who were partial 

to Enlightenment learning, sought to downplay irrational religious enthusiasm and who fully 

supported landowners’ rights of patronage in the choosing of parish ministers. The ‘popular’ 

party, meanwhile, were displeased about the tendency of ‘rationalism’ to diffuse the doctrinal 

purity and spiritual voltage of faith and fought hard against the ‘Erastian’ imposition of 

secular authority on the church in matters of patronage. By the mid-eighteenth century it was 

the moderates who controlled the General Assembly, adding to further feelings of evangelical 

disenfranchisement. 
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 As has been seen earlier, it was in the context of Presbyterianism that Scottish 

educational influence was so strong in America. Fry says quite correctly of Scots and colonial 

Americans that ‘the richest contact between the two peoples arose out of the Presbyterian 

nexus of religion and education’.140 For the Popular party in particular there was a ‘full fibre’ 

commitment to transatlantic affairs, because with no established church in the colonies there 

was a powerful sense of threat and mission, and especially a fear that Episcopacy would 

dominate there.141 The popular party had exerted itself raising funds for the founding of 

Dartmouth, Princeton and Dickinson colleges and the SSPCK threw itself into proselytising 

among the natives.142 The formative religious experience in American colonial history, that of 

the ‘First Great Awakening’ in the 1730s and 1740s, which saw large sacramental revivals 

sweep American consciousness, were enormously influenced by the Presbyterian strain of 

evangelicalism and Scottish ‘camp’ meetings.143 Deep ties included the long-term 

correspondence of major American divines with those of Scotland, such as that between 

Cotton Mathers and historian of the Church of Scotland Robert Wodrow, or between Dr.. 

John Erskine and Jonathan Edwards.144 

 By the time of the American Revolution Scottish evangelical Presbyterians had 

become both deeply committed to their American brethren as well as feeling deeply 

threatened by the British State, so that they shared a sense of victimhood at the hands of the 

Westminster parliament. There was a ‘fellow feeling with Americans as unjustly treated’ as 
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Scottish evangelicals felt themselves to be, combined with ‘end-times anxiety’ and visions of 

America as a god-ordained land of promise and prophecy.145 Presbyterianism was 

characterised by ‘unity...among the greater part of the ministry on both sides of the 

Atlantic’.146 The Quebec Act of 1774 which allowed freedom of Catholic worship and 

practice to French-Canadians was seen as opening the door to popery in North America, 

especially in view of increased tolerance of Catholics in Britain. American independence 

would clearly end any hopes of the Episcopalian establishment there and could be welcomed 

on those grounds alone.147 

 Given the nature of the ties, McIntosh is most likely correct to argue that ‘the 

fundamental reason for Popular sympathy for the American position may well have lain in 

religious unity and sentiment rather than in political ideology’.148 However, this was 

expressed within the political sphere and politically charged discussion. In Britain, 

‘government officials kept a close watch on zealous Scottish Presbyterians for fear that their 

propensity toward “republicanism” in ecclesiastical affairs would put them in league with 

rebels and democrats’.149 In America, Witherspoon, one of two Scottish signers of the 

Declaration of Independence, was the main spokesman from this perspective. While in 

Scotland he had argued the evangelical position in the General Assembly, with respect to the 

patronage issue, that the ‘free constitution’ of the Church of Scotland was being violated by 
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government action.150 In May 1776 he preached a famous sermon at Princeton, drawing 

together the agendas of the American rebels with those of Scottish evangelicals: 

The knowledge of God and his truths have from the beginning of the world been 

chiefly, if not entirely, confined to those parts of the earth, where some degree of 

liberty and political justice were to be seen...There is not a single instance in 

history in which civil liberty was lost, and religious liberty preserved entire. If 

therefore we yield up our temporal property, we at the same time deliver the 

conscience into bondage151 

 

This sermon was published in Scotland, as was Witherspoon’s more direct address to Scots 

two years later.152 However, evangelicals in Scotland had their own voice in the form of Dr. 

John Erskine, whose 1769 publication Shall I go to war with my American brethren 

emphasized the evangelical insistence on divine authority and guidance over the necessary 

evil of political authority.153 ‘Plead not’, he argued, ‘that the colonies being part of the British 

empire, a British parliament will naturally consult their welfare’, highlighting the gap 

between political power and human rights and interests.154 The protestant power of America 

to combat popery is also not omitted.155 Erskine’s pamphlet makes a long and detailed 

championing of the American position, amid its religiously inspired horror of war in general 

and against fellow Anglo-phones in particular.  

 In terms of Scottish intellectual culture, the most curious thing about Popular party 

support for the American cause was that it put them roughly in the same camp as some 

leading Scottish Enlightenment figures, who otherwise represented the serpent in the garden 
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tempting the moderate Eves of the church with the fruit of the tree of knowledge. Although 

much has been written about the influence of the Scottish Enlightenment on colonial America 

and the Revolution, it is equally true that America was an enormous stimulation to the 

Scottish Enlightenment itself, and it is worth considering this as a context to the responses of 

particular thinkers to the American bid for independence. 

 Leaving aside the work of Thomas Reid and its ‘common sense’ influence, many of 

the most iconic books of Scottish eighteenth century thought were written in the shadow of 

the American experience. Francis Hutcheson, usually considered in many senses the father of 

the Scottish Enlightenment and of the moderate strain of Presbyterianism, was also among 

the earliest thinkers to be exercised by the American position.156 In terms of Scottish 

influence on the Americans, his A System of Moral Philosophy of 1755 may have helped fuel 

American rebelliousness with its disquisition on the ‘rights of resistance’, influenced by 

Calvinist resistance theology. 157 However, it was against a background of the position of the 

American colonies and the potential for conflict with Britain that this was written in the first 

place.158 Hutcheson was among the earliest writers to foresee that ‘if the plan of the mother-

country is changed by force, or degenerates...or if...oppressive laws are made with respect to 

the colonies...they are not bound to continue their subjection’.159 Thus the influence on and of 

America was circular. Adam Ferguson’s Essay on the History of Civil Society, published in 

1772, aimed against Hobbesian constructions of the ‘state of nature’ to support the 

quintessentially Scottish sociological view of human nature, uses the model of native 
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Americans for its arguments. 160 William Robertson, historian, principal of Edinburgh 

University and scourge of the evangelicals as the moderate moderator of the General 

Assembly instrumental in assuring moderate ascendency, was busy working on his History of 

America during the revolutionary period. Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations may well be 

among the most influential products of the Scottish Enlightenment, and certainly one 

popularly regarded as the basis for American style capitalism, but the fact that it was 

published in 1776 makes the influence of the American Revolution on the book itself more 

germane.161 In the section ‘on the colonies’ Smith used the American situation to advance his 

arguments against mercantile trade systems and the retarding effect of British policy.162 A 

memorandum by Smith on the conflict reveals that he considered ‘the complete emancipation 

of America’ as delivering Britain ‘from the great ordinary expense of the military 

establishment necessary for maintaining her authority in the colonies, and of the naval 

establishment necessary for defending her monopoly of their trade’, which his economic 

arguments were against in any case.163 [9826] 

 Among Scottish Enlightenment figures, men such as Adam Ferguson, Hugh Blair, 

William Robertson and Douglas author John Home or Ossian author James Macpherson were 

least favourable to the American Revolution, with some writing pamphlets on behalf of the 

British government.164 Men such as Lord Kames seemed to regard British policy as vain 

folly. In a letter of June 19th, 1775, Boswell describes a meeting with Hume and Kames at 
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which Kames said ‘it was all over in America’ and the whole thing was merely ‘to keep up an 

appearance of power’.165 Of all Scottish Enlightenment figures, David Hume was the most 

overt in his support for American ‘emancipation’ from Britain, notoriously calling himself 

‘an American in my principles, and wish we would let them alone to govern or misgovern 

themselves as they think proper: The Affair is of no Consequence, or of little Consequence to 

us’.166 Donald Livingston has argued that this was not because Hume was so clearly pro-

American as because Hume questioned the idea that the British constitution was the best or 

only arrangement of political affairs in the first place, an idea that his background in Scotland 

clearly informed.167 Hume’s death came two months after the American Declaration of 

Independence, unfortunately depriving us of his perspective on the progress of the war and 

the American experiment after 1783. 

 Shepperson has pointed out that there is reason to limit the influence of the Scottish 

Enlightenment on the American Revolution, because ‘the turning point for Scottish political 

ideas’ came at a time when the Revolution was already gathering steam:  

How far is it true to say, as has been claimed recently by a Scottish writer, that ‘it 

was the advanced social science of the Scottish universities which fuelled the 

American Revolution’. Had not the essential spirit of the American Revolution 

been set alight much earlier?168 

 

On the other hand, it seems clear that the influence of the American colonial experience and 

the political, social and philosophical issues it cast up, particularly as Revolution approached 

and broke out, provided much fuel for the Scottish Enlightenment itself at its apogee. 
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5. Conclusion  

 

 The fact that eighteenth century Scottish-American studies have contributed such an 

extensive literature to Scottish historiography, in tandem with the overwhelmingly one-way 

nature of its emphasis, makes the subject of the impact of America on Scotland in the 

revolutionary era one that is notable by its relative absence. Clearly, the American Revolution 

is a natural point of coalescence for such research and there have been not only calls for this 

research but specifically laments for the lack of a published monograph on the subject. This 

lack is demonstrably a very strange and glaring gap in the historiography and scholars are 

still referring to an unpublished 1951 Phd as the standard text on the subject, which would be 

unthinkable in any other area of Scottish history. Even the subject of Scotland and the French 

Revolution has had two volumes devoted to it. 

As it stands, the Scottish-American connection of that era does show a perhaps justly 

celebrated Scottish influence on American immigration, on the tobacco trade, on education, 

philosophy, medicine and some of the revivalist foundations of its religious experience. Yet 

in considering the reverse flow of influence, it is really only the role of the tobacco trade in 

Scotland’s economic development and the crisis when this trade collapsed that have been 

thoroughly looked at in terms of reverse effects. Tentative and exploratory research has 

begun to show that Scotland’s developing public sphere, its maturing independent and vocal 

press, its social and political activism into the nineteenth century, and the solidifying of 

transatlantic Presbyterian ties (which played such a role in the abolition of slavery later on) 

were all clearly some of the most important impacts the Revolution had in Scotland, all of 
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them politically and historically significant. Moreover, the idea of the Revolution as the 

offspring of the Scottish Enlightenment is becoming, after holding sway for so long, perhaps 

debatable, while the complex world of mid-eighteenth century America itself as a context for 

the Scottish Enlightenment at its peak offers some of the most interesting and emerging 

perspectives on Enlightenment studies. 

The American Revolution was undoubtedly an important event in modern Scottish 

history, even if the exact weight of this importance depends on what features of modern 

Scotland are emphasised. This dissertation has focused on the eighteenth century aspects of 

the question, which show that much research has yet to be done. What has become clear 

about the legacy of the American Revolution in Scotland is that it is actually a nineteenth 

century or perhaps even twentieth century historical subject. Andrew Hook has begun to 

explore this territory but in nineteenth century Scottish historical studies the American 

Revolution quickly recedes from view, as Seeley pointed out, ‘new subjects have cropped 

up’, and the full-blooded Scottish experience as a British experience takes over. Therefore, 

the importance of the American Revolution as an event in modern Scottish history, which a 

case can be made for, actually awaits two responses: the long overdue book on the subject 

initially tackled in unpublished from by Fagerstrom and called for by Shepperson, and the use 

of the American Revolution as more of a reference point for the nineteenth century Scottish-

American studies opened up by Andrew Hook. 
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